The Hustle
Where: Anthony Piers

Poor Charlie Hustle. Over the last seven days, from Monday through Sunday, he’s bet on seven different games (one per day), and lost each. Can you use the information below to help determine the games and their outcomes.

1. Except for the game on Saturday, all of the games were teams in the same division, with one game for each of the six divisions. Saturday’s game was interleague (one team from the AL and one team from the NL).
2. The combined score for each game is different. No game had a combined run total of more than [Number of All-Star Games Yogi Berra appeared in].
3. The 6th inning in Friday’s game was a high-voltage one, with both teams scoring a grand slam.
4. The Diamondbacks scored more than any other team.
5. The only team from [State where an earthquake delayed The World Series for more than a week] in a game that Charlie bet on lost by [number of times the Atlanta Braves lost the World Series during the 1990s].
6. If (and only if) any [state where Alex Rodriguez was born] team played, then so did the [team depicted in the movie Major League].
7. The [Team that played as the Blue Jays from 1943-1944] scored twice as much as the Nationals; the Nationals scored twice as much as the loser of Saturday’s night’s game.
8. If the [Team referred to twice in the lyrics of Billy Joel’s We Didn’t Start The Fire] played, they won.
9. A team that scored 6 runs is not named after a bird or a fish.
10. Four teams who scored 4 runs lost their respective games.
11. Both teams from [City that appears in the name of the play “...About Last Night” was based on] scored the same number of runs; no other teams scored fewer than these teams. One of these teams was the only visiting team to lose.
12. The [Team that started out as The Seattle Pilots] won, despite not being comfortable with using a designated hitter.
13. The AL East game was before, but not the day before, the AL West game, which was the day before the AL Central game.
15. [Year For Love Of The Game was released minus year Bull Durham was released] runs were scored in Thursday’s game.
16. The teams in Tuesday’s game are from cities starting with the same letter.
17. If (and only if) any [state where Don Zimmer was born] team played, then so did the [team Billy Chapel plays for in a movie used for one of these questions].
18. The game the [Team once known as the Allegheny] (who scored an odd number of runs) played and the game played one day after a game where [Retired number of the Splendid Splinter] runs were scored in total were the game played one day before a game not played in [state where 2002’s The Rookie takes place] and the game where 6 runs were scored in total.
19. The NL West game was twice as many days after the NL Central game as the NL Central game was after the NL East game.
20. In the game the day after the only game where a team scoring 4 runs in total won, twice as many runs were scored as the game played by two Central division teams.
21. The [team whose mascot makes a cameo near the end of Attack of the Killer Tomatoes] did not play in any of these games.